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(54) CONTROL CHANNEL TRANSMISSION METHOD AND DEVICE

(57) Embodiments of this application provide a con-
trol channel transmission method and apparatus. In the
embodiments of this application, a control channel is
mapped to an eREG, which corresponds to determined
eREG information, among a designated number of
eREGs in each unit physical resource block, where each
eREG among the designated number of the eREGs is

formed by a designated number of resource elements,
the designated number of the resource elements are se-
lected from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer smaller
than or equal to N, so that the control channel can be
transmitted on the mapped eREG.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to communications
technologies, and in particular, to a control channel trans-
mission method and apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a wireless communication system such as a
long term evolution (Long Term Evolution, LTE) system
or a long term evolution advanced (Long Term Evolution
Advanced, LTE-Advanced) system, a physical downlink
control channel (Physical Downlink Control Channel, PD-
CCH) transmitted based on a precoding mode, that is,
an enhanced physical downlink control channel (En-
hanced Physical Downlink Control Channel, ePDCCH),
is introduced. The ePDCCH enables a user equipment
(User Equipment, UE) to perform demodulation based
on a specific reference signal, that is, a demodulation
reference signal (Demodulation Reference Signal,
DMRS). The ePDCCH is transmitted in an area where a
downlink data channel is transmitted in a subframe, and
may implement frequency division with a physical down-
link shared channel (Physical Downlink Shared Channel,
PDSCH). A base station may send the ePDCCH on a
unit physical resource block (Physical Resource Block,
PRB) with a good channel condition according to a chan-
nel status reported by a terminal. In a subframe, physical
resource blocks of two timeslots may be referred to as a
resource block pair (RB pair), which is generally referred
to as a unit physical resource block.
[0003] However, in the prior art, how to transmit some
control channels, for example, ePDCCHs, through an en-
hanced resource element group (Enhanced Resource
Element Group, eREG) in a unit physical resource block
is not provided.

SUMMARY

[0004] This application provides a control channel
transmission method and apparatus in various aspects,
so as to implement transmission of some control chan-
nels, for example, ePDCCHs, through an eREG in a unit
physical resource block.
[0005] In one aspect, this application provides a control
channel transmission method, including:

determining at least one unit physical resource block
for transmitting a control channel, where resource
elements included in each unit physical resource
block are divided into M groups, each group includes
N resource elements, the N resource elements cor-
respond to N positions, M is an integer greater than
or equal to 2, and N is an integer greater than or
equal to 1;
determining, according to an aggregation level of the

control channel and eREGs included in each eCCE,
eREG information of the control channel to be
mapped to each unit physical resource block;
mapping, according to the eREG information, the
control channel to an eREG, which corresponds to
the eREG information, among a designated number
of eREGs in each unit physical resource block,
where each eREG among the designated number
of the eREGs is formed by a designated number of
resource elements, the designated number of the
resource elements are selected from corresponding
resource elements at an Sth position in each group,
and S is a positive integer smaller than or equal to
N; and
transmitting the control channel on the mapped
eREG.

[0006] In a first possible implementation manner, the
resource elements included in each unit physical re-
source block include:

all resource elements in each unit physical resource
block; or
resource elements other than a resource element to
which a reference signal and/or another control
channel is mapped among all resource elements in
each unit physical resource block.

[0007] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner, in a second possible implementation man-
ner, before the mapping, according to the determined
eREG, the control channel to the determined eREG
among the designated number of the eREGs in each unit
physical resource block, the method further includes:

dividing the resource elements included in each unit
physical resource block into at least two groups;
mapping the N resource elements included in each
group to the N positions; and
selecting a designated number of resource elements
from resource elements corresponding, in all groups,
to the Sth position among the N positions, to form
each eREG among the designated number of the
eREGs.

[0008] With reference to the first or the second possible
implementation manner, in a third possible implementa-
tion manner, the position corresponds to a DMRS port.
[0009] In another aspect, this application provides a
control channel transmission apparatus, including:

a determining unit, configured to determine at least
one unit physical resource block for transmitting a
control channel, where resource elements included
in each unit physical resource block are divided into
M groups, each group includes N resource elements,
the N resource elements correspond to N positions,
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and N is
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an integer greater than or equal to 1; and determine,
according to an aggregation level of the control chan-
nel and eREGs included in each eCCE, eREG infor-
mation of the control channel to be mapped to each
unit physical resource block, and transmit the eREG
information to a mapping unit;
the mapping unit, configured to map, according to
the eREG information, the control channel to an
eREG, which corresponds to the eREG information,
among a designated number of eREGs in each unit
physical resource block, where each eREG among
the designated number of the eREGs is formed by
a designated number of resource elements, the des-
ignated number of the resource elements are select-
ed from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer
smaller than or equal to N; and
a transmitting unit, configured to transmit the control
channel on the eREG mapped by the mapping unit.

[0010] In a first possible implementation manner, the
resource elements included in each unit physical re-
source block include:

all resource elements in each unit physical resource
block; or
resource elements other than a resource element to
which a reference signal and/or another control
channel is mapped among all resource elements in
each unit physical resource block.

[0011] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner, in a second possible implementation man-
ner, the mapping unit is further configured to:

divide the resource elements included in each unit
physical resource block into at least two groups;
map the N resource elements included in each group
to the N positions; and
select a designated number of resource elements
from resource elements corresponding, in all groups,
to the Sth position among the N positions, to form
each eREG among the designated number of the
eREGs.

[0012] With reference to the first or the second possible
implementation manner, in a third possible implementa-
tion manner, the position corresponds to a DMRS port.
[0013] In another aspect, this application provides a
control channel transmission apparatus, including:

a processor, configured to determine at least one
unit physical resource block for transmitting a control
channel, where resource elements included in each
unit physical resource block are divided into M
groups, each group includes N resource elements,
the N resource elements correspond to N positions,
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and N is

an integer greater than or equal to 1; and determine,
according to an aggregation level of the control chan-
nel and eREGs included in each eCCE, eREG infor-
mation of the control channel to be mapped to each
unit physical resource block;
the processor, further configured to map, according
to the eREG information, the control channel to an
eREG, which corresponds to the eREG information,
among a designated number of eREGs in each unit
physical resource block, where each eREG among
the designated number of the eREGs is formed by
a designated number of resource elements, the des-
ignated number of the resource elements are select-
ed from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer
smaller than or equal to N;
a transmitter, configured to transmit the control chan-
nel at a position of the eREG in each unit physical
resource block, where the eREG is mapped by the
processor; or
a receiver, configured to receive the control channel
that is transmitted at a position of the eREG in each
unit physical resource block, where the eREG is
mapped by the processor.

[0014] In a first possible implementation manner, the
resource elements included in each unit physical re-
source block include:

all resource elements in each unit physical resource
block; or
resource elements other than a resource element to
which a reference signal and/or another control
channel is mapped among all resource elements in
each unit physical resource block.

[0015] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner, in a second possible implementation man-
ner, the processor is further configured to:

divide the resource elements included in each unit
physical resource block into at least two groups;
map the N resource elements included in each group
to the N positions; and
select a designated number of resource elements
from resource elements corresponding, in all groups,
to the Sth position among the N positions, to form
each eREG among the designated number of the
eREGs.

[0016] With reference to the first or the second possible
implementation manner, in a third possible implementa-
tion manner, the position corresponds to a DMRS port.
[0017] It can be known from the foregoing technical
solutions that, in the embodiments of this application, the
control channel is mapped to the eREG, which corre-
sponds to the eREG information, among the designated
number of the eREGs in each unit physical resource
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block, where each eREG among the designated number
of the eREGs is formed by the designated number of the
resource elements, the designated number of the re-
source elements are selected from corresponding re-
source elements at the Sth position in each group, and
S is a positive integer smaller than or equal to N, so that
the control channel can be transmitted on the mapped
eREG, thereby implementing transmission of some con-
trol channels, for example, ePDCCHs, through an eREG
in a unit physical resource block.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of this application or in the prior art more clear-
ly, the accompanying drawings required for describing
the embodiments or the prior art are introduced briefly in
the following. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in
the following description show only some embodiments
of this application, and persons of ordinary skill in the art
may also derive other drawings from these accompany-
ing drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flow chart of a control channel
transmission method according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 2 to FIG. 4 are schematic grouping diagrams
of resource elements in a unit physical resource
block in the embodiment shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 to FIG. 7 are schematic diagrams of mapping
of resource elements in each group shown in FIG. 2
to FIG. 4 to a DMRS port 7, a DMRS port 8, a DMRS
port 9, and a DMRS port 10;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of positions of 16
eREGs obtained through each group shown in FIG.
6 in a unit physical resource block;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a control
channel transmission apparatus according to anoth-
er embodiment of this application;
FIG. 10A is a schematic structural diagram of a con-
trol channel transmission apparatus according to an-
other embodiment of this application;
FIG. 10B is a schematic structural diagram of a con-
trol channel transmission apparatus according to an-
other embodiment of this application;
FIG. 11 and FIG. 12 are schematic diagrams of map-
ping of resource elements in each group shown in
FIG. 3 to the DMRS port 7, the DMRS port 8, the
DMRS port 9, and the DMRS port 10;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of positions of 16
eREGs obtained through each group shown in FIG.
11 in a unit physical resource block; and
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of positions of 16
eREGs obtained through each group shown in FIG.
12 in a unit physical resource block.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0019] In order to make the objectives, technical solu-
tions, and advantages of this application more compre-
hensible, the technical solutions in the embodiments of
this application are clearly and completely described in
the following with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings in the embodiments of this application. Apparently,
the embodiments to be described are only a part rather
than all of the embodiments of this application. All other
embodiments obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the
art based on the embodiments of this application without
creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope of
this application.
[0020] In addition, the term "and/or" in this specification
describes only association between related objects, and
indicates that three relationships may exist. For example,
A and/or B may indicate that the following three cases:
A exists separately, both A and B exist, and B exists
separately. In addition, the symbol "/" in this specification
generally indicates that associated objects are in an "or"
relationship.
[0021] In a wireless communication system such as a
long term evolution (Long Term Evolution, LTE) system
or a long term evolution advanced (Long Term Evolution
Advanced, LTE-Advanced) system, an orthogonal fre-
quency division multiple access (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access, OFDMA) mode is generally
adopted as a downlink multiple access mode. Downlink
resources of a system are classified into orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (Orthogonal Frequency Di-
vision Multiple, OFDM) symbols from the aspect of time,
and classified into sub-carriers from the aspect of fre-
quency.
[0022] According to the LTE Release 8/9/10 (LTE Re-
lease 8/9/10) standard, one normal downlink subframe
includes two timeslots (slot), and each timeslot has 7 or
6 OFDM symbols, so that one normal downlink subframe
includes 14 OFDM symbols or 12 OFDM symbols in total.
The LTE Release 8/9/10 standard further defines the size
of a resource block (Resource Block, RB), namely, one
resource block includes 12 sub-carriers in a frequency
domain and has half of a time length of a subframe (that
is, one timeslot) in a time domain, that is, includes 7 or
6 OFDM symbols. In one subframe, a pair of resource
blocks of two timeslots is referred to as a resource block
pair (RB pair, RB pair). In actual transmission, a resource
block pair used for physical resources is also called a
physical resource block pair (Physical RB pair, PRB pair),
and is generally referred to as a unit physical resource
block. Therefore, a PRB, a PRB pair, a physical resource
block, and a physical resource block pair described in
the following all refer to a PRB pair.
[0023] Data borne in a subframe is arranged for map-
ping over physical channels that are divided from phys-
ical time-frequency resources of the subframe. The phys-
ical channels may be substantially classified into two
types: a control channel and a service channel. Corre-
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spondingly, data borne on the control channel may be
referred to as control data (which may be generally re-
ferred to as control information), and data borne on the
service channel may be referred to as service data (which
may be generally referred to as data). A basic objective
of sending a subframe is to transmit service data, and
the control channel is used to assist service data trans-
mission.
[0024] In the LTE system, one complete physical
downlink control channel (Physical Downlink Control
Channel, PDCCH) may be mapped to one or more control
channel elements (Control Channel Element, CCE). Ac-
cording to the LTE Release 8/9/10, one PDCCH may be
mapped to 1, 2, 4 or 8 CCEs, that is, formed by 1, 2, 4
or 8 CCEs and corresponding to an aggregation level 1,
2, 4 or 8 respectively.
[0025] With the introduction of technologies such as
multiple input multiple output (Multiple Input Multiple Out-
put, MIMO) and coordinated multiple points (Coordinated
Multiple Points, CoMP), a physical downlink control chan-
nel (Physical Downlink Control Channel, PDCCH) trans-
mitted based on a precoding mode, that is, an enhanced
physical downlink control channel (Enhanced Physical
Downlink Control Channel, ePDCCH), is introduced. The
ePDCCH enables a user equipment (User Equipment,
UE) to perform demodulation based on a specific refer-
ence signal, that is, a demodulation reference signal (De-
modulation Reference Signal, DMRS). Each ePDCCH
may still be mapped to k logic elements similar to CCEs
(the logic elements are herein defined as enhanced con-
trol channel elements (Enhanced Control Channel Ele-
ment, eCCE)), and the UE needs to perform blind detec-
tion at a terminal side. Following a definition of an aggre-
gation level of a PDCCH, an ePDCCH with an aggrega-
tion level L (L=1, 2, 4 or 8) may be mapped to L eCCEs,
that is, formed by L eCCEs. One eCCE is formed by one
or more eREGs.
[0026] FIG. 1 is a schematic flow chart of a control
channel transmission method according to an embodi-
ment of this application, as shown in FIG.1.
[0027] 101: Determine at least one unit physical re-
source block for transmitting a control channel, where
resource elements included in each unit physical re-
source block are divided into M groups, each group in-
cludes N resource elements, the N resource elements
correspond to N positions, M is an integer greater than
or equal to 2, and N is an integer greater than or equal to 1.
[0028] 102: Determine, according to an aggregation
level of the control channel and eREGs included in each
eCCE, eREG information of the control channel to be
mapped to each unit physical resource block.
[0029] 103: Map, according to the eREG information,
the control channel to an eREG, which corresponds to
the eREG information, among a designated number of
eREGs in each unit physical resource block, where each
eREG among the designated number of the eREGs is
formed by a designated number of resource elements,
the designated number of the resource elements are se-

lected from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer smaller
than or equal to N.
[0030] 104: Transmit the control channel on the
mapped eREG.
[0031] The control channel may be specifically an en-
hanced physical downlink control channel (Enhanced
Physical Downlink Control Channel, ePDCCH).
[0032] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, in 102, specifically, eCCE infor-
mation of the control channel to be mapped to each unit
physical resource block may be determined according to
the aggregation level of the control channel; and the
eREG information of the control channel to be mapped
to each unit physical resource block may be determined
according to eREGs included in each eCCE correspond-
ing to the eCCE information.
[0033] Specifically, in 102, the determined eREG in-
formation may include the number of eREGs and an
eREG identifier.
[0034] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the resource elements included
in each unit physical resource block may include all re-
source elements in each unit physical resource block.
[0035] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the resource elements included
in each unit physical resource block may include re-
source elements other than a resource element to which
a reference signal and/or another control channel is
mapped among all resource elements in each unit phys-
ical resource block.
[0036] The reference signal may include, but is not lim-
ited to, at least one of: a common reference signal (Com-
mon Reference Signal, CRS), a DMRS, a channel status
information reference signal (Channel Status Information
Reference Signal, CSI-RS), and a positioning reference
signal (Positioning Reference Signal, PRS).
[0037] The another control channel may be specifically
at least one of: a physical downlink control channel (Phys-
ical Downlink Control Channel, PDCCH), a physical con-
trol format indicator channel (Physical Control Format
Indicator Channel, PCFICH), and a physical hybrid au-
tomatic repeat request indicator channel (Physical Hy-
brid ARQ Indicator Channel, PHICH).
[0038] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, before 103, the resource ele-
ments included in each unit physical resource block may
further be divided into at least two groups; then the N
resource elements included in each group are mapped
to the N positions; and then a designated number of re-
source elements are selected from resource elements
corresponding, in all groups, to the Sth position among
the N positions, to form each eREG among the designat-
ed number of the eREGs. Specifically, a row-in column-
out interleaver with N rows and M columns may be adopt-
ed, where N is the total number of the designated number
of resource elements and M is the total number of a des-
ignated number of positions; and resource elements
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mapped to the same position in all the groups are used
as inputs of the interleaver, and each column output by
the interleaver may correspond to one eREG.
[0039] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the position may further corre-
spond to a DMRS port.
[0040] That one unit physical resource block (including
168 resource elements in total) includes 12 sub-carriers
in a frequency domain and 14 OFDM symbols in a time
domain is taken as an example in the following. The po-
sitions correspond to a DMRS port 7, a DMRS port 8, a
DMRS port 9, and a DMRS port 10, where 7, 8, 9, and
10 are all serial numbers of DMRS ports.
[0041] As shown in FIG. 2 to FIG. 4, shadowed areas
marked by horizontal lines represent resource elements
mapped by a DMRS. FIG. 2 to FIG. 4 are schematic
grouping diagrams where in a unit physical resource
block formed by 168 resource elements (including 24 re-
source elements mapped by the DMRS), after the 24
resource elements mapped by the DMRS are removed,
the remaining resource elements are divided into 36
groups (serial numbers of which are 1 to 36). In the dia-
grams, each square represents one resource element,
the vertical direction represents frequency domain re-
sources, the horizontal direction represents time domain
resources, and a serial number X in a square represents
a serial number of a group.
[0042] As shown in FIG. 5 to FIG. 7, shadowed areas
marked by horizontal lines represent resource elements
mapped by a DMRS. FIG. 5 to FIG. 7 are schematic di-
agrams of mapping of resource elements in each group
shown in FIG. 2 to FIG. 4 to a DMRS port 7, a DMRS
port 8, a DMRS port 9, and a DMRS port 10. Each square
represents one resource element, the vertical direction
represents frequency domain resources, the horizontal
direction represents time domain resources, and a serial
number X(Y) in a square represents a serial number X
of a group and a serial number Y of a DMRS port.
[0043] It should be noted that, FIG. 5 to FIG. 7 show
only some examples of mapping resource elements in
each group to the DMRS port 7, the DMRS port 8, the
DMRS port 9, and the DMRS port 10. For example, a
mapping rule is {7, 8, 9, 10}, and another mapping rule
such as {7, 9, 8, 10} is also applicable to this embodiment.
Specific examples are as shown in FIG. 11 to FIG. 12,
which is not limited in this embodiment.
[0044] It should be noted that, the technical solution
provided in this embodiment may also be applied to an-
other number of DMRS ports, for example, DMRS ports
{7, 9} or DMRS ports {8, 10}, and in this case, a mapping
rule may be {7, 9, 7, 9} or {8, 10, 8, 10}.
[0045] Taking the grouping shown in FIG. 3 as an ex-
ample, if it is assumed that each unit physical resource
block has 16 eREGs and each eREG is formed by 9
resource elements, a row-in column-out interleaver with
9 rows and 4 columns may be specifically adopted, and
resource elements mapped to the same position in 36
groups shown in FIG. 6 are used as inputs of the inter-

leaver, so that each column output by the interleaver cor-
responds to one eREG, thereby obtaining a schematic
diagram of positions of 16 eREGs in a unit physical re-
source block. As shown in FIG. 8, shadowed areas
marked by horizontal lines represent resource elements
mapped by a DMRS. In FIG. 8, each square represents
one resource element, the vertical direction represents
frequency domain resources, the horizontal direction
represents time domain resources, and a serial number
Z in a square represents a serial number of a designated
number of eREGs.
[0046] Still taking the grouping shown in FIG. 3 as an
example, if it is assumed that each unit physical resource
block has 16 eREGs and each eREG is formed by 9
resource elements, a row-in column-out interleaver with
9 rows and 4 columns may be specifically adopted, and
resource elements mapped to the same position in 36
groups shown in FIG. 11 are used as inputs of the inter-
leaver, so that each column output by the interleaver cor-
responds to one eREG, thereby obtaining a schematic
diagram of positions of 16 eREGs in a unit physical re-
source block. As shown in FIG. 13, shadowed areas
marked by horizontal lines represent resource elements
mapped by a DMRS. In FIG. 13, each square represents
one resource element, the vertical direction represents
frequency domain resources, the horizontal direction
represents time domain resources, and a serial number
Z in a square represents a serial number of a designated
number of eREGs.
[0047] Still taking the grouping shown in FIG. 3 as an
example, if it is assumed that each unit physical resource
block has 16 eREGs and each eREG is formed by 9
resource elements, a row-in column-out interleaver with
9 rows and 4 columns may be specifically adopted, and
resource elements mapped to the same position in 36
groups shown in FIG. 12 are used as inputs of the inter-
leaver, so that each column output by the interleaver cor-
responds to one eREG, thereby obtaining a schematic
diagram of positions of 16 eREGs in a unit physical re-
source block. As shown in FIG. 14, shadowed areas
marked by horizontal lines represent resource elements
mapped by a DMRS. In FIG. 14, each square represents
one resource element, the vertical direction represents
frequency domain resources, the horizontal direction
represents time domain resources, and a serial number
Z in a square represents a serial number of a designated
number of eREGs.
[0048] If it is assumed that each unit physical resource
block has 8 eREGs and each eREG is formed by 18
resource elements, the technical solution provided in this
embodiment may be adopted to obtain positions of a des-
ignated number of eREGs in a unit physical resource
block, or every two eREGs shown in FIG. 8 may be di-
rectly integrated into one eREG.
[0049] In this embodiment, a control channel is
mapped to an eREG, which corresponds to determined
eREG information, among a designated number of
eREGs in each unit physical resource block, where each
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eREG among the designated number of the eREGs is
formed by a designated number of resource elements,
the designated number of the resource elements are se-
lected from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer smaller
than or equal to N, so that the control channel can be
transmitted on the mapped eREG, thereby implementing
transmission of some control channels, for example, eP-
DCCHs, through an eREG in a unit physical resource
block.
[0050] It should be noted that, for the foregoing method
embodiments, for simple description, the methods are
described as a series of action combinations, but persons
skilled in the art should know that, this application is not
limited by a described action sequence, because accord-
ing to this application, some steps may be performed in
another sequence or performed simultaneously. Next,
persons skilled in the art should also know that, the em-
bodiments described in the specification are exemplary
embodiments, and the involved actions and modules are
not indispensable for this application.
[0051] In the foregoing embodiments, descriptions of
the embodiments have different emphases, and for parts
that are not described in detail in a certain embodiment,
reference may be made to the relevant description of
other embodiments.
[0052] FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a
control channel transmission apparatus according to an-
other embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG.
9, the control channel transmission apparatus in this em-
bodiment may include a determining unit 91, a mapping
unit 92, and a transmitting unit 93. The determining unit
91 is configured to determine at least one unit physical
resource block for transmitting a control channel, where
resource elements included in each unit physical re-
source block are divided into M groups, each group in-
cludes N resource elements, the N resource elements
correspond to N positions, M is an integer greater than
or equal to 2, and N is an integer greater than or equal
to 1; and determine, according to an aggregation level
of the control channel and eREGs included in each eC-
CE, eREG information of the control channel to be
mapped to each unit physical resource block, and trans-
mit the eREG information to the mapping unit 92. The
mapping unit 92 is configured to map, according to the
eREG information, the control channel to an eREG,
which corresponds to the eREG information, among a
designated number of eREGs in each unit physical re-
source block, where each eREG among the designated
number of the eREGs is formed by a designated number
of resource elements, the designated number of the re-
source elements are selected from corresponding re-
source elements at an Sth position in each group, and S
is a positive integer smaller than or equal to N. The trans-
mitting unit 93 is configured to transmit the control chan-
nel on the eREG mapped by the mapping unit 92.
[0053] The control channel may be specifically an en-
hanced physical downlink control channel (Enhanced

Physical Downlink Control Channel, ePDCCH).
[0054] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the determining unit 91 may spe-
cifically determine, according to the aggregation level of
the control channel, eCCE information of the control
channel to be mapped to each unit physical resource
block; and determine, according to eREGs included in
each eCCE corresponding to the eCCE information, the
eREG information of the control channel to be mapped
to each unit physical resource block.
[0055] Specifically, the eREG information determined
by the determining unit 91 may include the number of
eREGs and an eREG identifier.
[0056] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the resource elements included
in each unit physical resource block may include all re-
source elements in each unit physical resource block.
[0057] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the resource elements included
in each unit physical resource block may include re-
source elements other than a resource element to which
a reference signal and/or another control channel is
mapped among all resource elements in each unit phys-
ical resource block.
[0058] The reference signal may include, but is not lim-
ited to, at least one of: a common reference signal (Com-
mon Reference Signal, CRS), a DMRS, a channel status
information reference signal (Channel Status Information
Reference Signal, CSI-RS), and a positioning reference
signal (Positioning Reference Signal, PRS).
[0059] The another control channel may be specifically
at least one of: a physical downlink control channel (Phys-
ical Downlink Control Channel, PDCCH), a physical con-
trol format indicator channel (Physical Control Format
Indicator Channel, PCFICH), and a physical hybrid au-
tomatic repeat request indicator channel (Physical Hy-
brid ARQ Indicator Channel, PHICH).
[0060] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the mapping unit 92 may further
divide the resource elements included in each unit phys-
ical resource block into at least two groups; then map the
N resource elements included in each group to the N
positions; and then select a designated number of re-
source elements from resource elements corresponding,
in all groups, to the Sth position among the N positions,
to form each eREG among the designated number of the
eREGs. Specifically, a row-in column-out interleaver with
N rows and M columns may be adopted, where N is the
total number of the designated number of the resource
elements and M is the total number of a designated
number of positions; and resource elements mapped to
the same position in all the groups are used as inputs of
the interleaver, and each column output by the interleaver
may correspond to one eREG.
[0061] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the position may further corre-
spond to a DMRS port.
[0062] In this embodiment, a mapping unit maps a con-
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trol channel to an eREG, which corresponds to deter-
mined eREG information, among a designated number
of eREGs in each unit physical resource block, where
each eREG among the designated number of the eREGs
is formed by a designated number of resource elements,
the designated number of the resource elements are se-
lected from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer smaller
than or equal to N, so that a transmitting unit can transmit
the control channel on the eREG mapped by the mapping
unit, thereby implementing transmission of some control
channels, for example, ePDCCHs, through an eREG in
a unit physical resource block.
[0063] FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B are schematic structural
diagrams of a control channel transmission apparatus
according to another embodiment of this application. As
shown in FIG. 10A and FIG. 10B, the control channel
transmission apparatus in this embodiment may include
a processor 1001 and a transmitter 1002, or a processor
1001 and a receiver 1003. The processor 1001 is con-
figured to determine at least one unit physical resource
block for transmitting a control channel, where resource
elements included in each unit physical resource block
are divided into M groups, each group includes N re-
source elements, the N resource elements correspond
to N positions, M is an integer greater than or equal to 2,
and N is an integer greater than or equal to 1; and deter-
mine, according to an aggregation level of the control
channel and eREGs included in each eCCE, eREG in-
formation of the control channel to be mapped to each
unit physical resource block. The processor 1001 is fur-
ther configured to map, according to the eREG informa-
tion, the control channel to an eREG, which corresponds
to the eREG information, among a designated number
of eREGs in each unit physical resource block, where
each eREG among the designated number of the eREGs
is formed by a designated number of resource elements,
the designated number of the resource elements are se-
lected from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer smaller
than or equal to N. The transmitter 1002 is configured to
transmit the control channel at a position of the eREG in
each unit physical resource block, where the eREG is
mapped by the processor 1001.
[0064] The receiver 1003 is configured to receive the
control channel that is transmitted at a position of the
eREG in each unit physical resource block, where the
eREG is mapped by the processor 1001.
[0065] The control channel may be specifically an en-
hanced physical downlink control channel (Enhanced
Physical Downlink Control Channel, ePDCCH).
[0066] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the processor 1001 may specif-
ically determine, according to the aggregation level of
the control channel, eCCE information of the control
channel to be mapped to each unit physical resource
block; and determine, according to eREGs included in
each eCCE corresponding to the eCCE information, the

eREG information of the control channel to be mapped
to each unit physical resource block.
[0067] Specifically, the eREG information determined
by the processor 1001 may include the number of eREGs
and an eREG identifier.
[0068] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the resource elements included
in each unit physical resource block may include all re-
source elements in each unit physical resource block.
[0069] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the resource elements included
in each unit physical resource block may include re-
source elements other than a resource element to which
a reference signal and/or another control channel is
mapped among all resource elements in each unit phys-
ical resource block.
[0070] The reference signal may include, but is not lim-
ited to, at least one of: a common reference signal (Com-
mon Reference Signal, CRS), a DMRS, a channel status
information reference signal (Channel Status Information
Reference Signal, CSI-RS), and a positioning reference
signal (Positioning Reference Signal, PRS).
[0071] The another control channel may be specifically
at least one of: a physical downlink control channel (Phys-
ical Downlink Control Channel, PDCCH), a physical con-
trol format indicator channel (Physical Control Format
Indicator Channel, PCFICH), and a physical hybrid au-
tomatic repeat request indicator channel (Physical Hy-
brid ARQ Indicator Channel, PHICH).
[0072] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the processor 1001 may further
divide the resource elements included in each unit phys-
ical resource block into at least two groups; then map the
N resource elements included in each group to the N
positions; and then select a designated number of re-
source elements from resource elements corresponding,
in all groups, to the Sth position among the N positions,
to form each eREG among the designated number of the
eREGs. Specifically, a row-in column-out interleaver with
N rows and M columns may be adopted, where N is the
total number of the designated number of the resource
elements and M is the total number of a designated
number of positions; and resource elements mapped to
the same position in all the groups are used as inputs of
the interleaver, and each column output by the interleaver
corresponds to one eREG.
[0073] Optionally, in a possible implementation man-
ner of this embodiment, the position may further corre-
spond to a DMRS port.
[0074] In this embodiment, a processor maps a control
channel to an eREG, which corresponds to determined
eREG information, among a designated number of
eREGs in each unit physical resource block, where each
eREG among the designated number of the eREGs is
formed by a designated number of resource elements,
the designated number of the resource elements are se-
lected from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer smaller
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than or equal to N, so that a transmitting unit can transmit
the control channel on the eREG mapped by a mapping
unit, thereby implementing transmission of some control
channels, for example, ePDCCHs, through an eREG in
a unit physical resource block.
[0075] It can be clearly understood by persons skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a specific working process of the forego-
ing system, device and unit, reference may be made to
a corresponding process in the method embodiments,
and details are not described herein again.
[0076] In several embodiments provided in this appli-
cation, it should be understood that the disclosed system,
device, and method may be implemented in other ways.
For example, the described device embodiments are
merely exemplary. For example, the unit division is mere-
ly logical function division and can be other division in
actual implementation. For example, multiple units or
components may be combined or integrated into another
system, or some features may be ignored or not per-
formed. In addition, the shown or discussed coupling or
direct coupling or communication connection may be ac-
complished through some interfaces, and indirect cou-
pling or communication connection between devices or
units may be electrical, mechanical, or in other forms.
[0077] Units described as separate components may
be or may not be physically separate. Components
shown as units may be or may not be physical units, that
is, may be integrated or distributed on multiple network
units. Part or all of the units may be selected to achieve
the objective of the solutions of the embodiments accord-
ing to an actual requirement.
[0078] In addition, various functional units in the em-
bodiments of this application may be integrated in one
processing unit or may exist as various separate physical
units, or two or more units may also be integrated in one
unit. The integrated unit may be implemented through
hardware, or may also be implemented in the form of
hardware plus a software functional unit.
[0079] The integrated unit implemented in the form of
a software functional unit may be stored in a computer
readable storage medium. The software functional unit
is stored in a storage medium, which includes several
instructions to instruct a computer equipment (such as,
a personal computer, a server, or a network equipment)
or a processor (processor) to perform a part of the steps
of the methods as described in the embodiments of this
application. The storage medium includes various media
capable of storing program codes, such as, a USB flash
disk, a mobile hard disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only
Memory, ROM), a random access memory (Random Ac-
cess Memory, RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disk.
[0080] Finally, it should be noted that the foregoing em-
bodiments are only provided for describing the technical
solutions of this application, but are not intended to limit
this application. It should be understood by persons of
ordinary skill in the art that although this application has
been described in detail with reference to the foregoing

embodiments, modifications can still be made to the tech-
nical solutions described in the foregoing embodiments,
or equivalent replacements can be made to some tech-
nical features in the technical solutions, as long as such
modifications or replacements do not cause the essence
of the corresponding technical solutions to depart from
the spirit and scope of this application.

Claims

1. A control channel transmission method, comprising:

determining at least one unit physical resource
block for transmitting a control channel, wherein
resource elements comprised in each unit phys-
ical resource block are divided into M groups,
each group comprises N resource elements, the
N resource elements correspond to N positions,
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and
N is an integer greater than or equal to 1;
determining, according to an aggregation level
of the control channel and enhanced resource
element groups eREGs comprised in each en-
hanced control channel element eCCE, eREG
information of the control channel to be mapped
to each unit physical resource block;
mapping, according to the eREG information,
the control channel to an eREG, which corre-
sponds to the eREG information, among a des-
ignated number of eREGs in each unit physical
resource block, wherein each eREG among the
designated number of the eREGs is formed by
a designated number of resource elements, the
designated number of the resource elements
are selected from corresponding resource ele-
ments at an Sth position in each group, and S is
a positive integer smaller than or equal to N; and
transmitting the control channel on the mapped
eREG.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the re-
source elements comprised in each unit physical re-
source block comprise:

all resource elements in each unit physical re-
source block; or
resource elements other than a resource ele-
ment to which a reference signal and/or another
control channel is mapped among all resource
elements in each unit physical resource block.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
determining, according to the aggregation level of
the control channel and the eREGs comprised in
each eCCE, the eREG information of the control
channel to be mapped to each unit physical resource
block comprises:
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determining, according to the aggregation level
of the control channel, eCCE information of the
control channel to be mapped to each unit phys-
ical resource block; and
determining, according to eREGs comprised in
each eCCE corresponding to the eCCE infor-
mation, the eREG information of the control
channel to be mapped to each unit physical re-
source block.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein before the mapping, according to the deter-
mined eREG, the control channel to the determined
eREG among the designated number of the eREGs
in each unit physical resource block, the method fur-
ther comprises:

dividing the resource elements comprised in
each unit physical resource block into the M
groups;
mapping the N resource elements comprised in
each group to the N positions; and
selecting a designated number of resource ele-
ments from resource elements corresponding,
in all groups, to the Sth position among the N
positions, to form each eREG among the des-
ignated number of the eREGs.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
wherein the position corresponds to a demodulation
reference signal DMRS port.

6. A control channel transmission apparatus, compris-
ing:

a determining unit, configured to determine at
least one unit physical resource block for trans-
mitting a control channel, wherein resource el-
ements comprised in each unit physical re-
source block are divided into M groups, each
group comprises N resource elements, the N
resource elements correspond to N positions,
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and
N is an integer greater than or equal to 1; and
determine, according to an aggregation level of
the control channel and eREGs comprised in
each eCCE, eREG information of the control
channel to be mapped to each unit physical re-
source block, and transmit the eREG informa-
tion to a mapping unit;
the mapping unit, configured to map, according
to the eREG information, the control channel to
an eREG, which corresponds to the eREG in-
formation, among a designated number of
eREGs in each unit physical resource block,
wherein each eREG among the designated
number of the eREGs is formed by a designated
number of resource elements, the designated

number of the resource elements are selected
from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer
smaller than or equal to N; and
a transmitting unit, configured to transmit the
control channel on the eREG mapped by the
mapping unit.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the re-
source elements comprised in each unit physical re-
source block comprise:

all resource elements in each unit physical re-
source block; or
resource elements other than a resource ele-
ment to which a reference signal and/or another
control channel is mapped among all resource
elements in each unit physical resource block.

8. The apparatus according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the
determining unit is specifically configured to:

determine, according to the aggregation level of
the control channel, eCCE information of the
control channel to be mapped to each unit phys-
ical resource block; and determine, according
to eREGs comprised in each eCCE correspond-
ing to the eCCE information, the eREG informa-
tion of the control channel to be mapped to each
unit physical resource block.

9. The apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to
7, wherein the mapping unit is further configured to:

divide the resource elements comprised in each
unit physical resource block into at least two
groups;
map the N resource elements comprised in each
group to the N positions; and
select a designated number of resource ele-
ments from resource elements corresponding,
in all groups, to the Sth position among the N
positions, to form each eREG among the des-
ignated number of the eREGs.

10. The apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to
9, wherein the position corresponds to a DMRS port.

11. A control channel transmission apparatus, compris-
ing:

a processor, configured to determine at least
one unit physical resource block for transmitting
a control channel, wherein resource elements
comprised in each unit physical resource block
are divided into M groups, each group comprises
N resource elements, the N resource elements
correspond to N positions, M is an integer great-
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er than or equal to 2, and N is an integer greater
than or equal to 1; and determine, according to
an aggregation level of the control channel and
enhanced resource element groups eREGs
comprised in each enhanced control channel el-
ement eCCE, eREG information of the control
channel to be mapped to each unit physical re-
source block;
the processor, further configured to map, ac-
cording to the eREG information, the control
channel to an eREG, which corresponds to the
eREG information, among a designated number
of eREGs in each unit physical resource block,
wherein each eREG among the designated
number of the eREGs is formed by a designated
number of resource elements, the designated
number of the resource elements are selected
from corresponding resource elements at an Sth

position in each group, and S is a positive integer
smaller than or equal to N;
a transmitter, configured to transmit the control
channel at a position of the eREG in each unit
physical resource block, wherein the eREG is
mapped by the processor; or
a receiver, configured to receive the control
channel that is transmitted at a position of the
eREG in each unit physical resource block,
wherein the eREG is mapped by the processor.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the
resource elements comprised in each unit physical
resource block comprise:

all resource elements in each unit physical re-
source block; or
resource elements other than a resource ele-
ment to which a reference signal and/or another
control channel is mapped among all resource
elements in each unit physical resource block.

13. The apparatus according to claim 11 or 12, wherein
the processor is specifically configured to:

determine, according to the aggregation level of
the control channel, eCCE information of the
control channel to be mapped to each unit phys-
ical resource block; and determine, according
to eREGs comprised in each eCCE correspond-
ing to the eCCE information, the eREG informa-
tion of the control channel to be mapped to each
unit physical resource block.

14. The apparatus according to any one of claims 11 to
13, wherein the processor is further configured to:

divide the resource elements comprised in each
unit physical resource block into at least two
groups;

map the N resource elements comprised in each
group to the N positions; and
select a designated number of resource ele-
ments from resource elements corresponding,
in all groups, to the Sth position among the N
positions, to form each eREG among the des-
ignated number of the eREGs.

15. The apparatus according to any one of claims 11 to
14, wherein the position corresponds to a demodu-
lation reference signal DMRS port.
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